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RESEARCH ARTICLE
10.1002/2017MS000968

Toward low-cloud-permitting cloud superparameterization
with explicit boundary layer turbulence
Hossein Parishani1, Michael S. Pritchard1 , Christopher S. Bretherton2 , Matthew C. Wyant2 ,
and Marat Khairoutdinov3

1Department of Earth System Science, University of California, Irvine, California, USA, 2Department of Atmospheric
Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA, 3School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, Stony Brook
University, Stony Brook, New York, USA

Abstract Systematic biases in the representation of boundary layer (BL) clouds are a leading source of
uncertainty in climate projections. A variation on superparameterization (SP) called ‘‘ultraparameterization’’
(UP) is developed, in which the grid spacing of the cloud-resolving models (CRMs) is fine enough
(250 3 20 m) to explicitly capture the BL turbulence, associated clouds, and entrainment in a global climate
model capable of multiyear simulations. UP is implemented within the Community Atmosphere Model
using 28 resolution (�14,000 embedded CRMs) with one-moment microphysics. By using a small domain
and mean-state acceleration, UP is computationally feasible today and promising for exascale computers.
Short-duration global UP hindcasts are compared with SP and satellite observations of top-of-atmosphere
radiation and cloud vertical structure. The most encouraging improvement is a deeper BL and more realistic
vertical structure of subtropical stratocumulus (Sc) clouds, due to stronger vertical eddy motions that
promote entrainment. Results from 90 day integrations show climatological errors that are competitive with
SP, with a significant improvement in the diurnal cycle of offshore Sc liquid water. Ongoing concerns with
the current UP implementation include a dim bias for near-coastal Sc that also occurs less prominently in SP
and a bright bias over tropical continental deep convection zones. Nevertheless, UP makes global
eddy-permitting simulation a feasible and interesting alternative to conventionally parameterized GCMs or
SP-GCMs with turbulence parameterizations for studying BL cloud-climate and cloud-aerosol feedback.

1. Introduction

Modern global climate models (GCMs) differ about how much the climate will warm in response to green-
house gas increases. A leading source of uncertainty in climate sensitivity arises from the representation of
low clouds [Randall et al., 2007; Bony and Dufresne, 2005] which are not resolved and depend on small-scale
physical processes (e.g., entrainment, boundary layer (BL) turbulence, and sharp gradients at inversions)
that are heavily parameterized [Wood, 2012]. The large spread of GCM-simulated low-cloud feedbacks on
climate sensitivity has been a multidecade challenge [e.g., Gettelman and Sherwood, 2016]. A global
simulation resolving boundary layer eddies and associated clouds, even though it would surely have its
own uncertainties, biases, and limitations, would be a rich comparison for informing the development of
conventionally parameterized climate models and possibly helping to constrain low-cloud feedbacks.

We explore a strategy to include explicit low-cloud physics using the multiscale modeling approach (also
called superparameterization or SP for short) pioneered by Grabowski [2001] and Khairoutdinov and Randall
[2001], which attempts to address shortcomings of conventional GCMs by embedding small cloud-resolving
models (CRMs) in each GCM grid column. This method extends the range of scales that can be explicitly rep-
resented in climate models and consequently removes conventional parameterizations of deep moist con-
vection, large-scale condensation, and boundary layer (BL) turbulence.

Implementations of SP have shown promising improvements in simulating several long-standing aspects of
climate linked to deep convection such as (1) the diurnal cycle of precipitation [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005;
Pritchard and Somerville, 2009a, 2009b; Pritchard et al., 2011], (2) the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) and
moist tropical Kelvin waves [Khairoutdinov et al., 2008; Benedict and Randall, 2009], and (3) more realistic pre-
cipitation intensity distribution and extremes [Demott et al., 2007; Kooperman et al., 2016]. Ongoing
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challenges in SP models include (1) underprediction of low-cloud coverage and height and overprediction
of cloud optical depth and drizzle in many regions [Zhang et al., 2008; Marchand and Ackerman, 2010], (2)
overprediction of high clouds in some regions [Marchand et al., 2009; Marchand and Ackerman, 2010], and
(3) seasonal mean precipitation biases comparable to those of the standard Community Atmosphere Model
(CAM) [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005].

SP climate models have not been capable of properly resolving the turbulent eddies that form low clouds,
due to grid resolution limitations. Typical SP implementations have used cloud-resolving models with 1–
4 km horizontal resolution and a coarse vertical resolution encompassing 30–50 vertical layers. While this
has produced promising effects for deep convection, it is known that accurate representation of cloud-top
entrainment plays a crucial role in the realistic simulation of low clouds [Bretherton et al., 1999; Stevens et al.,
2003; Mellado, 2017]. This requires extremely fine vertical grid spacing of Oð5225mÞ and horizontal grid
spacing of Oð52100mÞ [Stevens et al., 2003]. SPGCMs are already �100X more computationally intensive
than standard GCMs and adding this much additional resolution can seem prohibitive.

One pragmatic approach that is being pursued by several research groups is to develop advanced higher-
order subgrid turbulence closure (HOC) parameterizations for the grid resolutions currently used in SPCAM
[e.g., Cheng and Xu, 2011; Xu and Cheng, 2013a, 2013b; Cheng and Xu, 2013a, 2013b; Bogenschutz and
Krueger, 2013; Bogenschutz et al., 2013; Cheng and Xu, 2015; Painemal et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015] to han-
dle the BL turbulence and clouds, while explicitly resolving the larger and more complex deep cumulus (Cu)
clouds. This approach can improve the vertical structure of BL clouds [Xu and Cheng, 2013a] and may have
potential for improving cloud radiative effect biases at top of atmosphere.

Drawbacks of the HOC approach are that it is quite complex and is sensitive to internal assumptions involv-
ing turbulence length scales, how turbulence is correlated with aerosol and precipitation, and vertical over-
lap of subgrid cloud in different model layers. Because the boundary layer turbulence is almost exclusively
parameterized rather than being explicitly simulated, HOC is philosophically similar to the conventional
parameterizations used in GCMs and has a similar set of uncertainties. Advances in both conventional BL
and shallow convection parameterizations and HOC-enabled superparameterization have significantly
improved low-cloud climatology in CAM/SPCAM [Park and Bretherton, 2009; Kay et al., 2012; Bogenschutz
et al., 2013; Cheng and Xu, 2015] and other GCMs. However, consistently extending such approaches to pre-
cipitating clouds, aerosol-cloud interaction, and other realistic complexities of marine BL is mathematically
cumbersome and computationally challenging.

These generalizations can be handled more naturally if BL eddies and associated cloud elements are explic-
itly simulated. Thus, our focus will be on achieving sufficient grid resolution within SPCAM to begin explic-
itly capturing the turbulent circulations that represent low clouds. While more computationally intense, this
approach involves less assumptions and has potential to be more generally justifiable, especially for prob-
lems such as low-cloud feedbacks and cloud-aerosol interaction which require cloudy boundary layers to
respond correctly to small perturbations in external forcing. It represents a previously unsampled complex-
ity trade-off in global modeling, which is worthwhile to explore in its own right. Grabowski [2016] also spec-
ulated on the potential and value for a superparameterized GCM with sufficient embedded resolution to
act as a global LES.

Refinements to the resolution of the embedded cloud-resolving models in SPCAM have been explored
before, though not with a fully eddy-permitting grid resolution. Using SPCAM3.0 with 26 and 52 vertical lev-
els and 64 column CRM arrays, Marchand and Ackerman [2010] investigated the cloud cover in a 1 km hori-
zontal grid version of SPCAM; improved horizontal resolution decreased (degraded) low-cloud cover, while
also increasing vertical resolution brought back similar low-cloud cover as in the default SPCAM and mod-
estly increased (improved) cloud-top height.

Our approach, ‘‘ultraparameterization’’ (UP for short), is an ultra-high-resolution implementation of cloud
superparameterization for global simulations of boundary layer and deep convective clouds at turbulent
eddy-permitting grid resolutions. It uses 250 m horizontal resolution and 125 vertical levels with a grid spac-
ing as fine as 20 m in each of the SPCAM’s embedded CRMs. UP also uses the same fixed 125-level vertical
grid in the host CAM so that there is no degradation of accuracy due to vertical interpolation between dif-
ferent CRM and host model grids. ‘‘UP’’ and ‘‘UPCAM,’’ and similarly ‘‘SP’’ and ‘‘SPCAM’’ are used interchange-
ably throughout this paper.
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In UP, the main purpose of ultrafine vertical resolution is to accurately simulate turbulence and entrainment
processes near sharp temperature inversions that form atop stratocumulus (Sc) cloud layers. Large compu-
tational savings could be realized by using ultrafine resolution in each CRM only where it is needed. March-
and and Ackerman [2011] successfully implemented a vertically adaptive grid within a large-eddy
simulation model for this purpose and showed it could reproduce most features of comparable fine-grid
simulations for a variety of cloud-topped boundary layer benchmark cases. Similarly, Grabowski [2016]
showed in idealized simulations of a 2-D mock-Hadley cell that a heterogeneous implementation of vertical
resolution refinement can be coerced to simultaneously capture convincing deep convective systems over
warm SSTs and Sc cloud layers over cold SSTs. While promising, these techniques have not been imple-
mented or tested globally; a computational hurdle is developing a tailored load balancing that can dynami-
cally allocate more parallel resources to locations experiencing high vertical refinement, a capability that
the host GCM of SPCAM does not possess.

This paper outlines our UP implementation, its computational feasibility and scalability, and the results of
hindcasts that reveal the benefits/consequences of increasing SPCAM’s vertical versus horizontal resolution
to this new limit. In section 2 the model detail and experiment design are presented. Global results of
absorbed solar radiation and outgoing longwave radiation are discussed in section 3. Cloud development
in subtropical stratocumulus and shallow cumulus regions are presented in sections 4 and 5. Results of a 3
month long UP simulation are discussed in section 6, followed by a discussion of some ongoing issues in
section 7. The conclusions are summarized in section 8.

2. Methods

2.1. Model Description
We use the Super-Parameterized Community Earth System Model (SPCESM1.1) as a baseline model. The
host GCM is CAM5.0 with a finite-volume dynamical core at 1:9�32:5� horizontal resolution and a 5 min
time step. The short GCM time step helps ensure a tight relationship between embedded cloud structures
and their radiative impacts, which are calculated once per host GCM time step. The embedded CRMs are 2-
D realizations of the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005], which replace
standard CAM parameterizations for moist convection and large-scale condensation. The CRM is forced by
the large-scale temperature and moisture tendencies arising from GCM-scale dynamical processes and runs
continuously [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005; Benedict and Randall, 2009]. In our pilot implementation, the CRM
uses a simplified one-moment microphysics described in Khairoutdinov and Randall [2003]. The model
parameterizes subgrid-scale (SGS) transport by turbulence and subgrid total kinetic energy (TKE) using the
Smagorinsky-type 1.5-order turbulence closure scheme. Radiative transfer is done on individual CRM col-
umns using the CAM Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (CAMRT).

This version of SPCAM5 is very similar to that described by Wang et al. [2011], except for the choice of sim-
pler microphysics, made for reasons discussed in Appendix A. The model is available at https://svn-ccsm-
models.cgd.ucar.edu/cam1/branches/UltraCAM-spcam2_0_cesm1_1_1 (revision 73250).

2.2. Target CRM Resolution: Considerations
The standard horizontal resolution (4 km) and number of vertical levels (30) in SPCESM are far too coarse to
explicitly capture stratocumulus (Sc) eddy scales. For subtropical Sc, prior studies suggest a three-
dimensional (3-D) large-eddy simulation (LES) with a 5 m vertical resolution, 25–50 m horizontal resolution,
64 or more grid columns in each horizontal direction, and an advanced scalar advection scheme is needed
to simulate realistic turbulence statistics, entrainment rate, and cloud thickness [Bretherton et al., 1999; Ste-
vens et al., 2005; Van der Dussen et al., 2013]. For trade cumulus, 40 m vertical and 100 m horizontal resolu-
tion appear adequate for results from differently formulated LES to be statistically similar [Siebesma et al.,
2003]. However, use of a full LES in each SPCAM grid column is computationally infeasible for long simula-
tions. Thus, we identified a CRM horizontal/vertical resolution representing a trade-off between acceptable
resolution for cloud-topped BL simulation and acceptable computational expense.

Several past studies have experimented with coarser grids for eddy-permitting BL cloud simulations. One
strategy exploits error trade-offs associated with horizontal versus vertical resolutions. Within some LES,
including SAM, simulated Sc thickness increases with a coarser horizontal grid. This may be due to damping
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of entrainment-stimulating turbulent velocity variations at the sharp inversion, which can compensate for
numerical diffusion. Berner et al. [2011] obtained a larger and more realistic LWP for a Southeast Pacific Sc
by using a horizontal grid spacing of 125 m compared to 50 m, for the same 5 m vertical resolution. Wang
and Feingold [2009] used a similar strategy by employing a coarse vertical grid spacing of 30 m but compen-
sating with an even coarser horizontal grid spacing of 350 m. Cheng and Xu [2008] found that simulations
of GCSS shallow-Cu cases at 250 m horizontal resolution gave cloud statistics comparable to a high-
resolution LES benchmark, while at coarser resolution a turbulence closure scheme was needed to obtain
comparable results. Cheng et al. [2010] extended this to a large parameter space of horizontal and vertical
resolutions over seven GCSS shallow cloud cases. For Sc, they confirm the counterbalancing effects on LWP
of increasing horizontal and vertical grid spacing.

Together these results suggest that the horizontal grid spacing for UP should not exceed 250 m, which is
roughly the width of an individual large BL or shallow cumulus updraft, that the vertical grid spacing should
be as fine as can be afforded near Sc capping inversions, and that for any grid resolution, use of a three-
dimensional domain and a state-of-the-art advection scheme helps prevent overentrainment through such
inversions.

Another consideration is the minimum acceptable CRM domain size. There is a computational trade-off
between the fine horizontal grid spacing required for a reasonable simulation of boundary layer clouds and
a domain size large enough to reasonably simulate deep convective cloud statistics. While LES of stratocu-
mulus have successfully employed domains as small as 2 km on a side [Ackerman et al., 2003], LES of shal-
low cumulus clouds typically use a domain size of 6–25 km so that at least one cumulus updraft is active
throughout the simulation. Mesoscale organization of both stratocumulus and precipitating shallow cumu-
lus is ubiquitous and affects the area-average cloud population [Seifert et al., 2015]. For deep convection, a
small domain size is even more profoundly restrictive, since mesoscale organization and cold pools are cen-
tral to its organization [Tompkins, 2001]. Nevertheless, Pritchard et al. [2014] showed that an eight-column 2-
D CRM with 4 km grid spacing gave acceptable results in SPCAM for convectively-coupled waves and even
global cloud climatology, except for excessive cloud liquid water and conditional instability in tropical deep
convection regions. Ideally, one might choose a different CRM grid for different cloud regimes, but in this
initial UP implementation we use a single CRM grid in all host-model grid columns.

2.3. Target CRM Resolution: Sensitivity Tests
With the above trade-offs and considerations in mind, we performed numerous sensitivity of benchmark
cases to define a target grid for UP. We relied especially on two GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS)/Global
Atmospheric System Study (GASS) LES intercomparison cases—the DYCOMS-RF01 nocturnal nonprecipitat-
ing marine Sc case [Stevens et al., 2005] and the BOMEX shallow cumulus case [Siebesma et al., 2003].

The DYCOMS simulations are particularly sensitive to CRM resolution, advection scheme and dimensionality,
so they were a primary driver of our choices. We settled on a 125-level grid with horizontal grid spacing Dx
5250 m and a vertical grid spacing Dz520 m in the altitude range between 500 and 1800 m in which sharp
inversions are most common, stretching the grid gradually below and above this level. We considered two
horizontal geometries for UP, 32-column (C32) 2-D domains and an 8 3 8 (C8 3 8) 3-D domain. We also
included simulations with the 30-level vertical grid of standard SP, which has Dz � 200 m below 2 km.

Figures 1a and 1b show the liquid water path (LWP) and cloud fraction for 6 h DYCOMS simulations with
various grid configurations; aircraft observations of this case showed a quasi-steady Sc layer with 100%
cloud cover and an LWP near 60 g/m2 under a very sharp 7 K temperature inversion. The coarser-resolution
simulations are compared to a 3-D ‘‘benchmark’’ with 192 3 192 horizontal columns, Dx5Dy535 m hori-
zontal and inversion Dz55 m. For this configuration, we show simulations with both the default MPDATA
(black solid line) and the more advanced (and somewhat more expensive) UM5 scalar advection scheme
(black dashed) [Yamaguchi et al., 2011]. The UM5 simulation gives LWP comparable to the observations. The
MPDATA simulation produces about 20% lower LWP than the UM5 case but maintains slightly higher cloud
fraction.

As expected, increasing Dz to 20 m (blue line) greatly decreases LWP and cloud fraction relative to the
benchmark. Also, increasing Dx to 250 m (magenta) increases the LWP and returns cloud fraction nearly to
the benchmark values. Using a C8 3 8 grid (red) instead of C32 3 32 has little effect on the 250 m result.
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Use of 2-D C32 (green solid line) grids decrease the LWP and cloud fraction, especially with MPDATA
advection.

Table 1 presents additional statistics for DYCOMS averaged over the final three hours of the simulations.
The tabulated vertical velocity variance is the average of the peak of the 15 min mean vertical profiles.
DYCOMS simulations with Dx5250 m resolution have less vertical velocity variance and generally less
entrainment, reflecting their degraded resolution of boundary layer updrafts and downdrafts. Using SP-like
4 km horizontal resolution takes these trends to even more of an extreme. The relatively high tabulated
entrainment in the DYCOMS 4 km case is due to an earlier collapse of the boundary layer then rapid entrain-
ment to form a shallower boundary layer.

For the BOMEX case (Figures 1c and 1d and Table 1), the benchmark 35 3 5 m MPDATA case produces sim-
ilar LWP and about 50% higher cloud fraction than the coarser 100 3 40 m simulations in Siebesma et al.
[2003]. UM5 advection (black dashed line) produces no appreciable change in LWP but reduces the cloud
fraction. A 3-D simulation with the UP candidate grid resolution of 250 320 m in 3-D has similar LWP and
slightly smaller cloud fraction than the benchmark case. Of the two candidates, UP column configurations
(C8 3 8 and C32 3 1), the C8 3 8 configuration provides the better match of BOMEX LWP and cloud frac-
tion to the benchmark, with C32 3 1 producing lower cloud fraction. The peak vertical velocity variances in
BOMEX (Table 1) for UP configurations are generally comparable to the benchmark case. The standard SP
configuration has much higher LWP despite very small vertical velocity variance.

These tests confirm that a 250 3 20 m grid can perform acceptably across a range of subtropical cloud-
topped boundary layer regimes. For UP, a CESM vertical grid was constructed with a 20 m vertical resolution
within and below a height range typical of the marine inversion, transitioning to lower resolution in layers

Figure 1. Sensitivity in offline SAM simulations of LWP and cloud fraction to grid resolution, configuration, and advection scheme for DYCOMS RF01 (a, b) and BOMEX trade cumulus
(c, d). The legend gives horizontal 3 vertical grid resolution followed by the number of horizontal grid columns in the x and y directions. Simulations labelled with ‘‘UM5’’ used the UM5
advection scheme instead of the MPDATA scheme. Configurations with an asterisk are used in global UPCAM simulations presented in this study.
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above/below (as smoothly as possible in a log ðpÞ sense to avoid any numerical artifacts in GCM dynamics
following Williamson et al. [1998]). Figure 2 compares 4 km wide segments of the 250 m 125-level UP grid
(panel b) with the standard SPCAM 4 km 30-level grid (panel a).

For this UP grid, the C8 3 8 configuration best represents the benchmark LES of the three cases. However,
it is more computationally expensive than a 2-D C32 3 1 configuration due to the larger column count and
advection in the extra dimension. Thus, our preferred candidate UP configuration is 2-D with 32 columns,
with the C8 3 8 3-D grid as an alternative if it significantly improves global performance. While UM5 advec-
tion would be a logical choice at the benchmark resolution, the MPDATA advection scheme was selected
for the coarser C32 3 1 grid, for which it performed comparably well overall on the above test cases and in
global hindcast tests (not shown here).

Table 1. Hour 3–6 Statistics of Resolution and Configuration Sensitivity Tests Using Offline SAM for DYCOMS Stratocumulus and BOMEX
Trade Cumulus Casesa

DYCOMS BOMEX

Dx Dz LWP w0w0 we LWP w0w0

½m� ½m� Columns Adv. [g m22] CF [m22 s22] [mm s21] [g m22] CF [m22 s22]

135 5 192 3 192 MP 45.6 0.91 0.36 4.3 7.1 0.19 0.16
35 5 192 3 192 UM5 58.9 0.88 0.38 3.2 6.8 0.17 0.16
35 20 192 3 192 MP 31.3 0.70 0.29 3.8 10.2 0.22 0.18
250 20 32 3 32 MP 36.0 0.89 0.28 4.2 6.4 0.15 0.12
*250 20 8 3 8 MP 31.4 0.92 0.24 4.6 6.1 0.16 0.13
*250 20 32 3 1 MP 19.8 0.82 0.25 3.2 4.9 0.25 0.16
250 20 32 3 1 UM5 39.6 0.86 0.18 2.1 3.0 0.19 0.18
*250 200 32 3 1 MP 1.8 0.14 0.13 2.3 5.0 0.05 0.18
*4000 200 32 3 1 MP 25.8 0.39 0.01 3.9 41.8 0.21 0.02

a‘‘1’’ indicates the benchmark case and ‘‘*’’ indicates configurations of UPCAM global simulations in this study. ‘‘Adv.’’ shows scalar
advection scheme used, with ‘‘MP’’ indicating the MPDATA scheme.

Figure 2. (a, b) A 4 km cut of the CRM grid structure for (a) standard superparameterization, i.e. L30-4km (with one column shown) and (b)
ultraparameterization, i.e. L125-250m (with 16 columns shown). The horizontal bars are the model midlayers at which u, v, T, and q are cal-
culated. Both CRM and the host model share the vertical levels. (c) Scalability of the ultraparameterized CAM to its limit of 13,824 cores at
1:9�32:5� horizontal resolution. Measured in January 2017 on the NERSC system Cori Phase I from a suite of 6 h pilot tests that included
representative output. Dashed line is the ideal scaling (slope 5 1).
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2.4. Accommodating
Computational Cost
Enhancing the resolution of SPCESM’s
CRMs is computationally costly. We
performed a scalability analysis of the
default SPCAM code [Wang et al.,
2011] and discovered that beyond
1000 cores there is a performance
bottleneck, i.e., no speedup in model
throughput with additional process-
ors. This is not an expected feature
of superparameterized simula-
tions, which should be embarrass-
ingly parallel [Khairoutdinov et al.,
2005]. We discovered that it is
possible to bypass the bottleneck
by deactivating the Explicit-Cloud-
Parameterized-Pollutant (ECPP)
scheme [Gustafson et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2011], which is still under
development and has not yet
been optimized for throughput;
aerosols are prescribed instead. As
shown in Figure 2c, this allows
UPCAM to use over 13,000 cores.
The model scales efficiently to its
limit of 13,824 cores, which is
set by the number of embedded
CRMs at 1:9�32:5� resolution, and

can thus exploit �20% of a modern supercomputer at the National Energy Research Scientific Comput-
ing Center (NERSC).

Further 2–4X speed-up can be obtained through the CRM mean acceleration technique of Jones et al.
[2015]. This algorithm is based on the fact that the horizontal mean state of limited-extent CRM domains
evolves on a much longer time scale than the fast eddies that help regulate it. This scale separation is
exploited to speed up SP calculations with insignificant loss of accuracy. The maximum applicable accelera-
tion depends on the cloud regime being simulated, the rapidity of forcing changes, etc., so it must be cho-
sen empirically via sensitivity tests. In this paper, we use 2X acceleration for the 36 h ensemble runs and 4X
acceleration for the extended runs of Figure 3 and the 90 day runs of section 6.

2.5. Ensemble 36 h Hindcast Experiment Design
We will look at global maps of top-of-atmosphere radiation biases and other satellite-derived cloud products
as measures of skill in simulating different cloud regimes. We are especially concerned with the subtropical
shallow cumulus and stratocumulus regimes, which inspired our CRM grid design, but it is also important to
simulate other regimes well, including deep cumulus convection and extratropical cloud systems.

We use a 10-member ensemble of 36 h hindcasts from different starting dates to study the skill of low-cloud
simulations in different grid setups. This allows extensive use of daily and higher-frequency global satellite-
derived cloud and radiation observations for validation (e.g., the CERES-Syn estimates of daily-mean top-of-
atmosphere absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) on a 18 lat-lon
grid), in a context in which the simulated and actual large-scale atmospheric state are still very similar. This is
particularly suitable for cloud-related biases, which develop very quickly into patterns similar to those in a
free run of the model.

For the single-member extended hindcast simulations discussed in section 6, Figure 3a shows that short-
wave biases with standard SP (blue line) and UP (red line) rapidly attain 80% of their asymptotic value of

Figure 3. Unsteady evolution of root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) for daily maps of
top-of-atmosphere global absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) (a) and OLR (b) for the
extended runs. RMSE is calculated relative to CERES-SYN 1-degree-daily satellite prod-
uct. The first 12 h spin-up period is not shown.
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�60–70 W/m2 within the first day. In contrast, the slow portion of error growth associated with decorrela-
tion of the initialized flow only contributes 10 W/m2 of this total TOA shortwave error. For each hindcast,
the CERES observations are interpolated to the model grid and differenced with the simulated fields to
obtain an area-weighted global root-mean square error (RMSE) and global-mean bias. In the longwave,
asymptotic errors are lower and the fraction contributed by the 1 day timescale is smaller. That is, longwave
radiative biases are smaller than shortwave biases in SPCAM, and take longer to spin up because they are
due to deep convective clouds that interact strongly with developing circulation biases. During the first
hindcast day, the large-scale atmospheric state in which the clouds develop is most accurate. However, for
the first several hours, the CRM clouds and turbulence must spin up, and the GCM undergoes an initializa-
tion shock while it adapts the ECMWF global initial state to be compatible with its internal dynamics and
physics. We find that the SPCAM cloud field has largely equilibrated from this spin-up phase within 12 h.
Thus, we analyze 12–36 h hindcasts for most of our model development and analysis.

The next sections of the paper test and compare candidate choices of CRM grid in the superparameterized
CAM5. We use 10-member ensemble hindcast simulations spanning 1–29 October 2008 (with 3 day separation
between ensemble members). Namely, the initialization dates are 1st, 4th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 16th, 19th, 22nd, 25th,
and 28th of October 2008. Simulations are initialized at 12 UTC from high-resolution ECMWF observational/
reanalysis boundary conditions available through the Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC) [Waliser et al., 2012].
Sea surface temperatures are prescribed based on daily ECMWF data. Climatological aerosol concentrations vary-
ing in space and time are prescribed as per Lamarque et al. [2010]. However, in our simulations aerosols are not
permitted to induce indirect cloud radiative effects; rather cloud droplet sizes are constrained to ramp between
polluted land values of 8 mm and pristine ocean values of 14 mm from the perspective of the radiation scheme.

Table 2 summarizes the CRM configurations. We separately vary the CRM horizontal resolution (the SP
default of 4 km versus our UP default of 250 m) and the vertical resolution (the SP default of L30 versus our
UP default of L125), for a set of four permutations, using 32-column (C32) CRMs. For the UP resolution, we
also show results from a small 3-D 8 3 8 CRM domain (C8 3 8), following Khairoutdinov et al. [2005]. We
also repeat the UP configuration without the use of the mean state CRM acceleration to demonstrate that
the algorithm does not impact essential model behavior.

3. Global Hindcast Results

Figures 4 and 5 show maps of the ensemble mean biases of absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) and outgo-
ing longwave radiation (OLR) for forecast hours 12–36 (i.e., 0–24 UTC of the target days in October 2008) for
five selected model configurations. In this figure, and many that follow, panel a shows standard SP, panel d
shows standard UP, and panel e shows UP with 8 3 8 CRM columns. Panels b and c show the intermediate
configurations between SP and UP. Table 3 lists the global mean and RMSE summary statistics of the OLR
and ASR biases for these configurations.

There is considerable similarity between the spatial patterns of ASR and OLR error between the configura-
tions. This is especially true of small-scale ASR and OLR features in midlatitudes and of tropical OLR features
between the L30 configurations (a and b), or between the L125 configurations (c–e), suggesting these fea-
tures are connected to vertical velocity errors common to all simulations.

Table 2. A Summary of the Simulations Performed in this Studya

Simulation CRM CRM CRM CRM CRM
ID Levels Columns dx [m] Extent [km] dt [s]

C32-L30–4 km (SP) 30 32 3 1 4000 128 20
2-D CRM C32-L30–250 m 30 32 3 1 250 8 3

C32-L125–4 km 125 32 3 1 4000 128 3
C32-L125–250 m (UP) 125 32 3 1 250 8 1

3-D CRM C8 3 8-L125–250 m (3-D UP) 125 8 3 8 250 2 3 2 1

aEach case consists of 10 ensemble members starting at different calendar dates of October 2008. dx and dt are the CRM horizontal
grid spacing and time step size, respectively. For the 3-D CRM, dx 5 dy. The exterior model shares the vertical grid with the CRM.
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All configurations have much smaller longwave than shortwave errors. The UP C32 configuration has mar-
ginally larger OLR RMSE (22.1 W/m2) than default SP (20.9 W/m2) but a lower global mean bias (2.1 W/m2,
compared to standard SP’s 4.7 W/m2). UP tends to systematically reduce OLR biases in subtropical low-
cloud regions while amplifying positive OLR biases in regions of deep tropical convection. Since a C32 UP
domain with Dx5250 m is only 8 km wide, it is unsurprising that UP distorts cloud formation by deep con-
vection, compromising OLR from the simulated upper level cloud.

The ASR errors and global biases discriminate more between the model configurations. Table 3 shows that
standard SP and UP have the smallest ASR RMSE and that global mean ASR bias is smaller for UP (0.3 W/m2)

Figure 4. Day 1 ensemble mean ASR bias of the model: (a) C32-L30–4 km (SP), (b) C32-L30–250 m, (c) C32-L125–4 km, (d) C32-L125–250 m (UP), (e) C8 3 8-L125–250 m, and (f) C32-
L125–250 m (UP) but without 2X CRM acceleration, relative to (g) the 10 day mean CERES-Syn observation of ASR.
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than for SP (2.2 W/m2), primarily due to reduced dim biases over the Southern Indian, South Pacific, and
Southern Oceans. Increasing vertical resolution from L30 to L125 makes global-mean ASR substantially
more negative. The effect of increasing horizontal resolution from 4 km to 250 m is roughly the reverse.
Both of these trends were also noted by Marchand and Ackerman [2010]. That is, carefully balancing hori-
zontal and vertical grid refinement is important to retaining global radiation balance in an UP-like model.
The C32 configuration of UP has generally less RMSE than the C8 3 8 configuration.

We stress that the UP configurations have not been retuned in any way from standard SP by changing
adjustable constants within the CRM microphysics such as autoconversion efficiency from cloud to rain, ice

Figure 5. Day 1 ensemble mean OLR bias of the model: (a) C32-L30–4 km (SP), (b) C32-L30–250 m, (c) C32-L125–4 km, (d) C32-L125–250 m (UP), (e) C8 3 8-L125–250 m, and (f) C32-
L125–250 m (UP) but without 2X CRM acceleration, relative to (g) the 10 day mean CERES-Syn observation of OLR.
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fall speed, etc., or by fixing known issues with UP discussed in Appendix B, which might reduce their errors. There
are also robust biases across SP-like and UP-like model configurations, including too negative (strong) ASR in the
Atlantic and East Pacific ITCZ, and anomalously positive (weak) ASR over the Peruvian and Namibian subtropical
Sc regions. Compared to SP, C32 UP gives a particularly unbiased simulation of ASR in the trade cumulus regimes
over the south-central and south-eastern Pacific and the southeastern Indian Ocean. UP also reduces the positive
ASR biases over the high latitude Southern Ocean. In the L30–250 m configuration (Figure 4b) the dim-trade bias
in SP is exaggerated while at L125–4 km (Figure 4c) a bright-trade bias dominates instead. The C8 3 8 UP config-
uration produces similar errors to its C32 analogue over the subtropical Sc regions but worsens the bright (nega-
tive) ASR bias in the Atlantic and East Pacific ITCZs, as noted by Pritchard et al. [2014].

4. Analysis of Subtropical Stratocumulus Regions

This section focuses on evolution of the boundary layer vertical structure and the associated cloud fields in
the stratocumulus regions off the coasts of Peru and Namibia. One might hope that ultraparameterization
would have a large benefit in these regions, because its fine vertical and horizontal grid can better resolve
the interaction of BL eddies with the sharp capping inversion that typically overlays the boundary layer
clouds. This interaction is crucial for entrainment, which is a key process regulating Sc clouds. The previous
section showed that UP does not significantly improve on the SP TOA radiation fields in the subtropical Sc
regions across the Sc-Cu transition, but we will see in this section that the vertical cloud and BL structure is
considerably improved with UP. Both conclusions are consistent with Marchand and Ackerman [2010]’s
study of the sensitivity of SP to use of 1 km resolution and 52 vertical levels.

4.1. Improved Vertical Cloud Profile in Subtropical Sc Regions
Figure 6 compares the vertical structure of subtropical Sc in UPCAM (red) and SPCAM (blue) against daily
mean swath-level data from NASAs A-Train satellites (C3M product, produced by a radar and lidar looking

Table 3. Global Mean, RMSE, and Standard Deviation (r) Biases of the Simulations for the 10 Ensemble Members Spanning October
2008 in Units of W=m2a

Simulation
OLR ASR

ID Mean RMSE r Mean RMSE r

C32-L30–4 km (SP) 4.67 20.89 16.44 2.23 38.76 32.38
C32-L30–250 m 3.12 23.25 18.63 8.17 40.14 32.17
C32-L125–4 km 3.55 20.30 16.18 27.18 42.80 34.11
C32-L125–250 m (UP) 2.12 22.11 17.97 0.33 38.73 31.66
C8 3 8-L125–250 m (3-D UP) 0.16 24.00 19.67 20.91 43.54 35.08

aOLR and ASR biases are relative to CERES-SYN.

Figure 6. Daily mean UP/SP cloud height profile comparison against C3M observations (black) averaged over the closest grid points to satellite swaths (panel c) for 10 ensemble mem-
bers spanning October 2008. Thin lines are the individual model results and the thick lines are the ensemble mean. (a) Peruvian points, (b) Namibia points and (c) is the map of the C3M
satellite swaths (black cross shows every four retrieval) and associated simulation grid points (red circle) on which averaging is performed. Figures 6a and 6b correspond to a swath set
on Figure 6c.
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down from space [Kato et al., 2010, 2011] and https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/products.php?product5CCCM).
Because of the sensor characteristics, the shape of the vertical cloud profile in C3M is more reliable than the
absolute cloud fraction for comparison to the model output. Model hindcast output is collocated to the sat-
ellite overpass location/time and cloud profiles composited independently across two separate regional
populations of A-Train swaths (panel c) that sampled the Peruvian and Namibian low-lying cloud decks on
the 10 target dates spanning October 2008. Each calendar date is shown superimposed, with the ensemble
mean in bold.

Whereas SPCAM stratocumulus clouds tend to be biased 500 m too low, the vertical location of UPCAM
peak cloud fraction is in good agreement with the satellite estimates in both regions. As will be discussed in
section 4.3.2, UPCAM improves the vertical position of low-level cloud, due to its better representation of
cloud-forming turbulent eddies and their effects.

4.2. Area-Mean and Cross-Section Biases in Subtropical Sc Regions
All model configurations capture broadly realistic ensemble mean vertical profiles of equivalent potential
temperature and water vapor during the initial simulation day in the Peruvian region (Figure D1), subject to
the caveat that the YOTC reanalysis may not be a reliable proxy for observations of the detailed vertical
boundary layer thermodynamic structure. Overall, in all configurations there is a systematic drift to a slightly
drier and warmer boundary layer, and too moist a free troposphere.

We earlier noted that enhancing BL vertical and horizontal resolution via UP has only marginal impacts on
daily mean ASR biases in the subtropics (Figures 4a and 4d). Differences in ASR can be interpreted as the
combined effects of refined resolution on time mean cloud fraction (CF) and area-mean LWP, given that
cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) does not enter into the one-moment microphysics used in these
simulations. Figure 7 shows that model differences in LWP bias (calculated with respect to observation esti-
mates of MAC-LWP, available at https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/uui/datasets?keywords5lwp&start51920-01-
01&end52017-02-07) largely mirror model differences in ASR biases. MAC-LWP combines data from 13 pas-
sive microwave retrievals with corrections applied to biases in regions where optical imager LWPs are more
trustworthy; the first two harmonics of the diurnal cycle are sampled by MAC-LWP. With both the L30 and
L125 grids, increasing horizontal resolution from 4 km to 250 m (Figures 7a and 7c versus Figures 7b and 7d)
reduces LWP throughout the subtropical trade-Cu and Sc latitudes, consistent with an increase in ASR (Figures
4b and 4d). Enhancing vertical resolution (Figures 7a and 7c) increases LWP to unrealistically large values in
the trade-Cu regions in the 4 km simulations, consistent with a decrease in ASR. Overall, the LWP bias pattern
in SP and UP look remarkably similar, with too little LWP over the subtropical latitudes, and too much over the
ITCZ and Southern Ocean. When UP is used (Figure 7d) LWP RMSE is similar to that of standard SP (Figure 7a),
but global mean LWP biases decrease from 9 to 3 g/m2, partly due to reduced overestimation of LWP over
the Southern Ocean.

4.3. Twelve to Thirty-Six Hour Cloud and BL Evolution at a SE Pacific Grid Column
To better understand differences in the UP versus SP cloud vertical structure in subtropical Sc regions, we
analyze the transient evolution 12–36 h into the hindcast of selected horizontal-mean quantities in the CRM
corresponding to a single CAM5 grid column in the Peruvian region at 19.98S, 275.08E; local noon is 17 UTC
at this location, averaged over the hindcast ensemble. The essential grid resolution sensitivities we will
demonstrate at this grid point are broadly representative of the whole Peruvian Sc region and can be dis-
cerned in arbitrary individual hindcasts in addition to the ensemble mean.
4.3.1. Cloud Fraction and Liquid Water Path
Figure 8 shows a full day’s evolution of horizontal-mean cloud fraction in this CRM, beginning from 0 UTC
(around 7 P.M. local time), 12 h after initialization (i.e., forecast hours 12–36). Standard SP (C32-L30–4 km)
(panel a) simulates resilient but very low lying cloud in the 400–800 m layer. It exhibits too small a cloud
fraction (generally less than 15% compared to 100% typically observed) and is better thought of as ‘‘pan-
cake’’ cumulus with weak, 4 km wide updrafts rather than stratocumulus. However, it is able to persist past
sunrise (12 UTC) throughout most of the first simulated day and thus it produces a nontrivial shortwave
cloud radiative effect. When only horizontal resolution is increased to the UP value of 250 m (panel b) a sim-
ilarly low Sc layer occurs but begins to exhibit high-frequency periods of intermittently low-cloud fraction
close to zero. If instead vertical resolution is increased to UP’s L125 (panel c), the Sc layer occurs higher in
the troposphere (600–1000 m) and maintains larger ensemble mean cloud fraction (20–25% during the
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night, decreasing to 5–10% after sunrise) and a realistically sharp inversion forms. With both UP vertical and
horizontal resolution (panel d) cloud fraction is slightly lower (10–15%) but with increased intermittency
and within thin layers that are internally variable within the ensemble (such that multiple distinct traces are
visible in the ensemble mean), and which are also located at a higher altitude than all other configurations
(800–1300 m). Thus, both vertical and horizontal resolution play important roles in the amount and vertical
structure of the boundary layer cloud.

Offline analysis of individual members of the UP hindcast ensemble (not shown) indicate symptoms of
potential overentrainment, such as quasiperiodic cycles of developing Sc and rapid inversion rise followed
by clearing and collapse. Under UP the system struggles to maintain liquid after sunrise (�12 UTC). The C8
3 8 UP version (panel e) behaves similarly to UP but exaggerates symptoms of overentrainment and cloud
intermittency, leading to extremely low time-mean cloud fraction.

Figure 9 shows the corresponding time evolution of LWP and low-cloud fraction (CF) for all model configu-
rations at the same Peruvian grid point. As expected from Figure 8, there are striking model differences in
the daily evolution of LWP and CF. Standard SP (solid blue) LWP (CF) rarely exceeds 30 g/m2 (50%) even at
night (before 12 UTC) when observations here frequently exceed 100 g/m2 (90%) [de Szoeke et al., 2012; Bur-
leyson et al., 2013]. The L30–250 m configuration has an even lower CF and even less LWP. The L125 config-
urations (red) maintain encouragingly higher nocturnal CF exceeding 60%. For standard UP (red dashed),

Figure 7. Ensemble mean oceanic LWP bias of the model: (a) C32-L30–4 km (SP), (b) C32-L30–250 m, (c) C32-L125–4 km, and (d) C32-L125–250 m (UP), and (e) C8 3 8-L125–250 m, rela-
tive to (f) the mean October 2008 LWP observations (based on MAC-LWP).
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area-mean LWP is variable and desirably 50% higher than SP throughout the night. The L125–4 km configu-
ration (red solid) behaves similarly at this location, but it greatly overestimates LWP and SWCRE in trade
cumulus locations. This indicates that despite the fact that none of the simulations yet reproduce satellite
observations of 90–100% nocturnal cloud fraction with LWP frequently exceeding 100 g=m2, added UP res-
olution is beginning to produce fledgling Sc-like cloud layers, especially at night; something that SP is inca-
pable of doing during hours 12–36 of a realistically initialized hindcast.
4.3.2. Turbulence
These resolution sensitivities are connected to how characteristics of turbulence and its generation differ
among these simulations. Turbulent eddies transport water vapor upward from the ocean surface to form
cloud and are the physical driver for entrainment. We analyze the generation of turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE), its partitioning between eddy horizontal and vertical velocity variance, and its relationship to
entrainment.

Figure 10 shows the evolution (12–36 h) of the CRM-simulated buoyancy flux profile for these configura-
tions. Buoyancy flux is the principal TKE source in most subtropical cloud-topped BLs [Moeng et al., 1992;
Bretherton and Wyant, 1997]. Figure 11 shows the corresponding profiles of the vertical velocity variance.

Aircraft observations during the VOCALS-REX field experiment, which took place over the SE Pacific Ocean
during October 2008, generally showed decoupled BLs in this region with cumulus rising into stratocumulus
[Bretherton et al., 2010]. These are characterized by a surface-driven BL with maximum buoyancy flux near
the ocean surface, slightly negative buoyancy flux at the Cu cloud base, above which buoyancy flux
increases with height up to a maximum in the Sc layer [Nicholls, 1984; Van der Dussen et al., 2013]. LES and

Figure 8. Ensemble-mean height time evolution of the cloud fraction at 219.98N, 275.08E. (a) C32-L30–4 km (SP), (b) C32-L30–250 m, (c) C32-L125–4 km, (d) C32-L125–250 m (UP), (e) C8
3 8-L125–250 m, and (f) C32-L125–250 m (UP) but without CRM acceleration.
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observations also show separate peaks in the vertical velocity variance and TKE in the subcloud and Sc
layers [Nicholls, 1984; Van der Dussen et al., 2013]. Decoupling is driven in large part by entrainment of warm
dry air through the capping inversion [Bretherton and Wyant, 1997]. Boundary layers with a deep inversion
500 m or more above the surface lifted condensation level, commonly seen at this location, are more sus-
ceptible to decoupling [Bretherton and Wyant, 1997; Jones et al., 2011].

Figure 9. Time series of the (a) ensemble mean LWP and (b) low-cloud fraction.

Figure 10. As in Figure 8, but for buoyancy flux (in units of m2=s3). The black contours mark the 0.01 (dashed) and 0.1 (solid) cloud fraction.
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Figure 10a shows the buoyancy flux for standard SP (L30–4 km) at the offshore Peruvian grid point. The
expected decoupled vertical structure of the BL is not captured. During the night when weak Sc is present,
there is only a surface buoyancy flux maximum. This behavior is due to the relatively weak boundary layer
updrafts supported by the broad 4 km horizontal grid spacing (Figure 11a); most of the TKE is instead parti-
tioned into overly strong (compared to LES) horizontal velocity perturbations (not shown) maximizing near
the top and bottom of the BL, again suggestive of a single layer of convective cells. The weak updrafts do
not disturb the inversion enough to drive realistic entrainment. Instead, numerical diffusion is the main
source of entrainment, and at this location it does not produce enough entrainment to induce decoupling.
Thus, the inversion height is biased low and the BL has a vertically well-mixed structure and relatively weak
entrainment of dry, warm air; together these help keep the top of the BL moist and filled with a diffuse
patchy cloud layer, but via physical processes that are distorted from reality and unable to sustain observed
liquid water contents or realistically strong diurnal variability.

Figure 10c shows that the buoyancy flux profile for the L125–4 km case, which supported the highest LWP
and CF, is somewhat more realistic but still not indicative of a satisfyingly decoupled BL. Positive buoyancy
fluxes adjacent to the surface extend to higher altitudes. While an in-cloud source of buoyancy fluxes is visi-
ble, it is intermittent and does not dominate the buoyancy flux profile. Furthermore, vertical velocity vari-
ance profiles (Figure 11c) are only marginally enhanced relative to those from L30 SP and do not contain
the expected double-peaked structure.

Figure 11. As in Figure 8, but for vertical velocity variance hw0w0i (in units of m2=s2).
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Figure 10d shows that the buoyancy flux profile for standard UP (C32-L125–250 m) maintains a more realis-
tic double-maximum indicative of a decoupled BL. The profiles of buoyancy flux and vertical velocity vari-
ance (Figure 11d) have the expected double-peaked vertical structure. The vertical velocity variance is
episodically much larger, associated with updrafts and downdrafts that now seem too strong and that
induce the bursts of overentrainment. With the C8 3 8 grid (small 3-D, Figure 11f), the maxima in Sc-layer
vertical velocity variance are desirably weaker, but the cloud liquid content remains low, suggesting that
this has not fixed the overentrainment issue. The height-time evolution of TKE (not shown) and buoyancy
flux in UP is resilient to the use of 2X CRM acceleration (Figure 10d versus Figure 10f), other than a slight
increase of the most extreme vertical velocity variance values (Figure 11), but this effect is generally only
weakly detectable at the majority of grid columns.

5. Analysis of a Trade Cumulus Region

The transition from stratocumulus to cumulus clouds is a fundamental characteristic of the Hadley circula-
tion that is challenging to capture in current GCMs, many of which suffer from a ‘‘bright-trades’’ bias [Flato
et al., 2013]. In this section, we analyze the details of cloud vertical structure and cloud development for a
trade cumulus regime in the grid column closest to the Barbados Cloud Observatory (BCO at 138N, 3008E).
We have verified that the model differences here are representative of other grid points in the surrounding
area and in other trade-Cu regimes including the southeastern Pacific.

Shallow-Cu in the Barbados region form predominantly in a weak subsidence regime (500 hPa x roughly 10
hPa/d), in which satellite lidar indicates cloud top is usually observed between 1 and 2.8 km altitude and
cloud base can be as low as 500 m [Medeiros and Nuijens, 2016]. Observed low-cloud fraction in October is
20–40% [Nuijens et al., 2015, 2014].

The ensemble mean height-time evolution of the simulated Barbados cloud fraction is plotted in Figures
12a–12e. Standard SP (panel a) yields unrealistically thick Sc-like clouds at the Barbados grid point (and in
the surrounding region); a propensity for this configuration to simulate overly low trade cumulus cloud was
previously noted by Marchand and Ackerman [2010]. Vertical refinement alone (panel c) leads to clouds that
are slightly deeper but still generally lower than observed. The standard UP cloud field (panel d) is more
reminiscent of shallow Cu with deeper updrafts attaining 2–3 km. In the UP C8 3 8 setup, the shallow
cumulus layer is similar to the standard UP setup.

Figure 12f shows that the resolution effects can be explained by changes in turbulence characteristics. Stan-
dard SP does not simulate deeper trade-Cu because its vertical velocity variance is weak (Figure 12f). The C32
UP configurations produce much more vertical velocity variance (maximizing �0.25 m2/s2 in the subcloud
layer). This subcloud vertical velocity variance is at least 25% larger than the C8 3 8 UP configuration. A 2-D
grid exaggerates vertical velocity variance since there is only one horizontal dimension, so a larger fraction of
TKE is partitioned into vertical motions. However, the second maximum of the UP vertical velocity variance in
the Cu layer, seen in both C32 and C8 3 8 versions, is consistent with BOMEX LES of Siebesma et al. [2003] in
a similar regime, suggesting that UP is capturing plausible turbulence dynamics of a shallow cumulus BL.

Figure 13 uses satellite data from A-Train swaths to validate the realism of the SP/UP cloud profiles in the
trade cumulus regime (panels a and b for Barbados and the Pacific region, respectively). Comparing Figures
6 and 13, UP is realistically promoting more differentiation in the vertical structure of shallow Cu versus Sc
clouds, whereas SP is biased toward producing overly bottom heavy cloud structures in both regimes, with
insufficient diversity between the shallow Cu and Sc regions.

6. Analysis of 90 Day Simulations

6.1. Mean State Climatology
Table 4 summarizes statistics of the UP versus SP global mean climate from 90 day integrations. These runs
are initialized on 1 October 2008 with climatological SSTs using high-resolution ECMWF initial conditions.
The most striking sensitivities are an increase of low-cloud fraction from 36 to 50%, a 7 W/m2 (14%) increase
in shortwave cloud radiative effect (SWCRE) and reduced ASR, and a 4 W/m2 (20%) increase in longwave
cloud radiative effect. Global mean biases of LWCRE, SWCRE (relative to CERES for October–December 2008)
and precipitation (relative to GPCP climatology of October–December 2008) are tabulated in Table 5.
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The impacts of UP versus SP on time-mean precipitation rate (Figure 14) are reassuringly small. The global
mean precipitation rate of UP (2.72 mm/d) is virtually indistinguishable from SP (2.75 mm/d). Other than a
northward shift of the ITCZ in the Atlantic and Pacific, and a general tendency for rainfall to be more patchy

Figure 13. As in Figure 6, for the trade-Cu regions. The model data are scaled by factor of 3 for visibility. (a) Barbados region, (b) Pacific region, and (c) map of the C3M satellite swaths
(black) and simulation points (red). Figures 13a and 13b correspond to a set on Figure 13c.

Figure 12. (a–e) Height time evolution of cloud fraction in trade cumulus region (at 12.38N, 3008E) averaged over ensemble members spanning the October 2008. (a) C32-L30–4 km (SP),
(b) C32-L30–250 m, (c) C32-L125–4 km, (d) C32-L125–250 m (UP), and (e) C8 3 8-L125–250 m. (f) Profiles of ensemble-time-mean vertical velocity variance hw0w0i at the same grid point.
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in UP, geographic changes in rain-
fall clearly distinct from internal var-
iability on a 3 month timescale are
not apparent.

For OLR, when examining the 90
day results (Figures 15b, 15d, and
15f) effects of UP are more striking
than originally noted in Figure 5
as teleconnected effects of UP on
deep convection spin up. UP tends
to reduce outgoing longwave radia-
tion over the majority of the planet
leading to a global mean bias that is
26 W/m2, higher in magnitude than

that of SP. This is likely due to a bias in underlying thermodynamic profiles that impacts clear-sky OLR given
that UP actually improves the climatology of longwave cloud forcing (Table 4) improving SP’s LWCRE bias
of 23.2 W/m2 by raising the global mean LWCRE from 25 to 29 W/m2. This results in a global mean bias of
only 0.9 W/m2 relative to CERES-EBAF data for October–December 2008.

Effects of UP on time-mean low cloud and SWCRE are more pronounced. UP’s 3 month climatology
exhibits a dramatic increase in cloud fraction over the majority of the ocean (see Figures 16b, 16d,
and 16f). The global mean total cloud fraction increases from 53% in SP to 63% in UP, especially due
to increases in the offshore sectors of subtropical Sc regions (Table 4) and extratropical storm tracks,
where regional cloud fraction enhancements are frequently as high as 30–40%. These global effects
can also be detected in the 2 day hindcasts (not shown). UP is more consistent with satellite esti-
mates using both active and passive sensors, which suggest that mean global cloud fraction of opti-
cal depth greater than 0.1 is 0.68 6 0.02 [Stubenrauch et al., 2013]. Given that UP underestimates ASR
(Figures 15a, 15c, and 15e) and significantly overestimates the magnitude of global SWCRE com-
pared to CERES (Table 5), this suggests that the UP clouds must on average be too optically thick. In
future, activation of SPCAM’s ISCCP and MISR simulators [Marchand and Ackerman, 2010] within UP
could be a fruitful way to compare its vertical cloud distribution with satellite observations in more
detail.

Two unintended regional consequences of UP are excessive cloud brightening over tropical rainforests and
dimming of Sc immediately adjacent to the coasts of Peru, Namibia, and W. Australia (Figures 15a, 15c, and
15e). Fast emergence of similar regional biases can also be seen to dominate the 12–36 h hindcast results
(Figure 4) but are increased in magnitude in the 90 day results. The tropical rainforest bias and oceanic ASR
biases also take more than 36 h to spin up. Offline analysis of tropical rainforest regions indicates brighten-
ing is associated with strong local enhancement of low and mid-level cloudiness. While important, we do
not expect these distortions of continental deep convection teleconnect to the mean offshore subsidence
environment given that UP and SP simulate similar mean precipitation over tropical rainforests (Figure 14e).
A decrease in the realism of time-mean Sc brightness is discouraging and will be discussed in detail in the
following sections. However, first we demonstrate below an encouraging improvement in UP’s stratocumu-
lus diurnal variability and mean vertical positioning.

Table 4. Global Mean Statistics of the 90 day SP and UP Simulations

C32-L30–4 km C32-L125–250 m
Quantity (SP) (UP)

Precipitable water [mm] 24.48 25.65
Precipitation [mm/d] 2.72 2.75
Liquid water path [g=m2] 89.15 88.76
Ice water path [g=m2] 46.05 50.73
Total cloud fraction 0.53 0.63
High cloud fraction 0.24 0.23
Low-cloud fraction 0.36 0.50
LWCRE [W=m2] 24.92 28.99
SWCRE [W=m2] 252.22 259.30
OLR [W=m2] 220.57 217.80
ASR [W=m2] 194.97 189.85

Table 5. Global Mean Biases of the 90 day C32-L30–4 km (SP) and C32-L125–250 m (UP) Simulations With Respect to Observations of
the Same Period

SP UP

Quantity Observation Mean RMSE Mean RMSE

Precipitation [mm/d] GPCP 0.057 2.25 0.014 2.88
Longwave cloud forcing [W=m2] CERES-EBAF 23.2 10.3 0.9 10.2
Shortwave cloud forcing [W=m2] CERES-EBAF 23.8 21.0 210.8 25.9
Outgoing longwave radiation [W=m2] CERES-EBAF 21.4 11.7 26.0 14.6
Absorbed solar radiation [W=m2] CERES-EBAF 20.8 18.7 27.4 22.5
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6.2. Improved Stratocumulus
Diurnal Cycle
A desired property of UP is improved
sensitivity of Sc to changes in radiative
forcing. In this section, we demonstrate
that the UP low-cloud response to the
most simply forced mode of radiative
variability—the diurnal cycle—is signifi-
cantly improved relative to SP.

Figure 17 shows the global structure
(amplitude and phase) of the liquid water
path diurnal cycle in the models and in
merged satellite observations (MAC-LWP
product available at https://disc.gsfc.nasa.
gov/uui/datasets?keywords5lwp&start
51920-01-01&end52017-02-07) for the
same time period as the simulations,
October–December 2008. For consis-
tency with the MAC-LWP data set, the
90 day composite diurnal cycle in the
models is fit with a superposition of 12
and 24 h harmonics using a five-
parameter least squares linear regres-
sion. The resulting diurnal range and
local hour of maximum LWP are visual-
ized where the amplitude is statistically
distinguishable from zero (i.e., where
the statistical error in the fit is less than
half the diurnal amplitude). Detectabil-
ity is weaker in the satellite data than
model output due to more limited sam-

pling. Whereas both UP and SP succeed in capturing the timing of peak LWP near the end of the night (Fig-
ures 17b and 17d) as observed (Figure 17f) differences in skill are evident in their ability to capture observed
amplitude (Figures 17a and 17c).

In the observations, the most detectable geographic action center of highest amplitude diurnal LWP vari-
ability is located in the offshore sector of the Peruvian Sc deck (Figure 17e). Encouragingly, this is also the
highest amplitude region in UP, and both its magnitude and geographic position are successfully simulated
(Figure 17a). The next two most significant regions of observed Sc LWP diurnal variation are located off the
coasts of Namibia and W. Australia. Again, UP successfully simulates their geographic positions and relative
amplitude rank compared to the dominant Peruvian Sc deck, though it overdoes their absolute amplitude.
These are definite improvements relative to SP (Figure 17c), which mispositions the regions of highest Sc
LWP diurnal variability, confining high-amplitude Sc diurnal variation unrealistically to zones immediately
adjacent to the Peruvian and Namibian coastlines, with excessive amplitude. Under SP there is too little
diurnal LWP variability across the large offshore sectors of each major Sc deck where it is observed and a
spurious diurnal variation in LWP in the equatorial Eastern Pacific. Analogous improvements can be seen in
the diurnal cycle of the low-cloud fraction (see Figure D2). This confirms the initial understanding from 12
to 36 h hindcast diurnal composites that despite its low bias in daytime cloud leading to exaggerated time-
mean ASR biases, UP improves the physical fidelity of low-cloud variability.

6.3. Cloud Vertical Structure Along the VOCA Transect
A classic test of low-cloud fidelity is the vertical structure of cloud fraction along the 20S VOCA transect off
the coast of Peru. Figure 18 demonstrates the extent of improvement due to UP in this region for the 90
day October–December climatology. As seen in the 12–36 h hindcasts, UP elevates Sc altitude and the slope
of cloud altitude rises with longitude, both of which are in agreement with C3M data. It is also reassuring

Figure 14. 90 day mean precipitation for (a) C32-L125–250 m (UP), (b) C32-L30–
4 km (SP), and (c) UP-SP difference.
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that UP captures the zonal location of peak LWP in the 10–20S band. We emphasize that in C3M, the shape
of the cloud profile is more reliable than the absolute magnitude for comparison to the model output. Simi-
lar improvements in low-cloud vertical structure along this transect have been noted by others using higher
order closure parameterizations of the sub-km regime [e.g., Cheng and Xu, 2011; Wang et al., 2015].

7. Discussion

We have found both more and less beneficial effects of using ultraparameterization in place of standard
superparameterization, based on our primary analysis metrics of vertical cloud fraction profiles and global
top-of-atmosphere shortwave radiation biases from an ensemble of ten 36 h global hindcasts, and addi-
tional metrics of 90 day climatology and composite diurnal variability during October–December 2008.

As might be anticipated from offline LES intercomparison studies of trade cumulus and stratocumulus BLs,
not only can explicitly capturing BL dynamics improve local turbulence statistics, but also the associated
vertical cloud distribution. Ultraparameterization removes a key bias of SP, which mispositions both strato-
cumulus and shallow cumulus clouds too low in the atmosphere. UP enhances vertical eddy motions and
cloud-top entrainment, supporting a more realistically deep, decoupled cumulus-under-stratocumulus state.
UP also realistically increases low-cloud fraction across the subtropics compared to SP. Over the subtropical
oceans, UP gives similar errors as SP compared to observations of TOA shortwave radiation and grid-mean
LWP.

Figure 15. 90 day mean biases of ASR (a, c) and OLR (b, d) with respect to CERES Syn observations for October–December 2008 (e, f). Top row: C32-L125–250 m (UP) and middle row:
C32-L30–4 km (SP).
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The sensitivity of low clouds to diurnal variations in radiative forcing is also improved when using UP. UP
captures the observed geographic structure and relative amplitude of action centers of strong liquid water
diurnal variability within each of the world’s main Sc decks. An improved sensitivity of low clouds to diurnal
radiative forcing builds confidence in the potential skill of UP in simulating low-cloud feedback on climate
change.

There are ongoing problems with using our current version of UP. The boost in low-cloud fraction over
most ocean areas, while desirable, tends to produce a global mean bright bias absent any retuning. Over
tropical rainforests, UP accumulates more liquid water in shallow clouds, producing regional bright biases
that contribute to elevated SWCRE RMSE. On the other hand, we expected a substantial degradation of
upper level cloud and outgoing longwave radiation distribution over deep convective regions due to the
small domain size of UP compared to SP, but UP simulations exceed the skill of SP for OLR. This is encourag-
ing, but it would be philosophically more defensible to enlarge the UP domain or incorporate a dual-CRM
approach involving a ‘‘switch function’’ that blends SP and UP depending on the vertical structure of the
simulated clouds and turbulence.

Other obstacles are less straightforward and worthy of more discussion. In the near-coastal Sc environment,
UP does not resolve SP’s undersimulation of time-mean LWP and exaggerates regional dim biases. It is puz-
zling that unlike offline LES tests that inspired its grid, and despite its promising effects on Sc vertical

Figure 16. 90 day mean of low-cloud fraction (a, c, e) and total cloud fraction (b, d, f). Top row: C32-L125–250 m (UP), middle row: C32-L30–4 km (SP) and bottom row: UP-SP difference.
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structure and diurnal variation, UP did not lead to larger LWP gains and associated shortwave bias reduc-
tions in all Sc regions. In the following, we speculate on causes.

7.1. Possible Explanations of the Marine Stratocumulus Low-LWP Bias
Why does adding so much horizontal and vertical resolution have little impact on time-mean stratocumulus
LWP and daytime ASR biases, in contrast to our findings from offline LES simulations?
7.1.1. Precipitation
Feedbacks associated with rainfall production can affect simulated stratocumulus clouds [Wood, 2012].
However, this is unlikely to have played a major role in hours 12–36 of our hindcast simulations. The per-
centage of nonzero surface precipitation values across the ensemble of all 15 min surface samples within
the entire oceanic Peruvian region is less than 1.5% and for precipitating grid columns the median rain rate
is only 0.1 mm/d. Above the surface, the mixing ratio of precipitating condensate is almost always less than
0.01 g/kg and typically less than 0.0001 g/kg.
7.1.2. Surface Fluxes
While offline LES simulations tend to constrain either surface winds or fluxes, in SPCAM interactive winds
and near-surface humidity provide another possible source of sensitivities. Such surface feedbacks do not
appear to play a leading role in orchestrating the LWP sensitivities seen in our simulations. We have verified

Figure 17. Composite diurnal (left) range and (right) local hour of maximum liquid water path calculated from 90 day simulations using (top) UP (C32-L125–250 m), compared to (mid-
dle) SP (C32-L30–4 km), validated against (bottom) MAC-LWP merged satellite observations for the simulated time period of October–December 2008.

Figure 18. Longitudinal cross sections of cloud fraction along 108S–208S off the Peruvian coast. (a) C32-L30–4 km (SP), and (b) C32-L125–
250 m (UP) are the simulated mean CF of October–December 2008. (c) The 2006–2010 mean C3M cloud fraction of October–December.
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that all the configurations give fluxes and temperatures reassuringly close to observations across the target
regions.
7.1.3. Overentrainment
Detailed analysis reveals that despite its enhancement of nocturnal LWP, UP struggles to maintain its
LWP after sunrise. Daytime stratocumulus are especially challenging to simulate explicitly because
cloud-top longwave radiative cooling (which helps drive water transport to the cloud layer by energizing
boundary layer eddies) is countered after sunrise by shortwave heating. This more quiescent, delicate
turbulence environment can become dominated by secondary entrainment from artificial sources like
numerical diffusion across the sharp capping inversion. By mixing dry air down into the BL when the tur-
bulence is too weak to mix moist air up from below, this leads to the LES underpredicting daytime cloud
liquid water.

Figure 19 shows evidence of such overentrainment acting to inhibit UP daytime LWP by comparing height-
time sections of total water (top row), which clearly shows the inversion height, against corresponding verti-
cal velocity variance (bottom row), for three members in the UPCAM ensemble at the Peruvian Sc grid point.
Clouds are overlaid (black) and the variations of the inversion height in the model (white dotted) are con-
trasted with 6 hourly YOTC ECMWF analyses (white solid), with the caveat that ECMWF’s inversion is biased
100–200 m low with respect to sounding and satellite data. The UP simulations capture the expected day-
time reduction of cloud-layer hw0w0i (turbulence) after 12 UTC, which should correspondingly weaken
entrainment. However, after 12 UTC, the UP-simulated daytime inversion height (white dotted) remains
high despite the striking shutdown of turbulence, implying that entrainment in the model remains strong
enough to balance the mean subsidence.

The implication is that an unintended source of diffusion in UP is leading to daytime overentrainment. Off-
line analysis of diurnally segregated C3M data confirms that UP overestimates (underestimates) daytime
(nighttime) inversion height (not shown). Further research investigating details of the time dependence of
the inversion height is needed to better clarify the realism of UP’s entrainment rate. Meanwhile, Appendix B
elaborates on possible pathways that could conspire to produce such a symptom in the multiscale frame-
work, and relevant sensitivity tests.

Figure 19. Top row: Height time evolution of the UP total water mixing ratio (in units of g/kg) at 219.98N, 275.08E for the days of (a) 2 October 2008, (b) 14 October 2008, and (c) 29
October 2008. Cloud liquid is contoured (solid black) at 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 g/kg. White lines track the inversion height via the 2 g/kg water vapor mixing ratio for the ECMWF analyses
(solid) versus model (dotted). Bottom row: Same as top but for vertical velocity variance hw0w0i (in units of m2=s2).
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7.2. Validation of CRM Mean Acceleration
Verification of the CRM-acceleration algorithm (see section 2.4) throughout this paper has been demon-
strated in the form of similar predictions between two sets of UP ensemble hindcast simulations: one that
used 2X CRM mean acceleration and one that did not. This has been shown for ensemble mean cloud frac-
tion, buoyancy flux, and vertical velocity variance (e.g., Figure 8d versus Figure 8f, Figure 10d versus Figure
10f, and Figure 11d versus Figure 11f). For additional validation that the CRM mean acceleration does not
substantially alter model predictions, we contrast ASR and OLR biases in Figures 4d, 4f, 5d, and 5f, respec-
tively. Reassuringly, the global patterns of ASR and OLR biases and associated RMSE statistics of 2X acceler-
ated runs (panels f) are also in good agreement with those of nonaccelerated simulations (panels d).
Overall, these results affirm that the CRM mean acceleration can be successfully used to accommodate the
high computational cost of UP.

8. Conclusion

We demonstrated the computational and technical feasibility of ultraparameterization, a superparameter-
ized framework for global modeling in which the embedded CRMs have a fine enough grid (250 m Dx,
20 m Dz, and 1 s Dt) to explicitly simulate the outer scales of BL turbulence and associated clouds. To test
the performance of various possible UP configurations relative to standard superparameterization (32 col-
umns, 4 km Dx, 200 m Dz, and 20 s Dt), we analyzed top-of-atmosphere radiation, LWP and vertical cloud
fraction profiles relative to satellite data in 12–36 h global hindcast pilot ensembles. We began with a global
analysis, and then honed our attention on clouds and turbulence within the subtropical stratocumulus and
trade cumulus regimes that UP is especially designed to better simulate. The 32-column UP version with
the default MPDATA advection scheme somewhat outperformed a 3D 8 3 8-column configuration in these
tests, despite stand-alone LES benchmark tests in which the 8 3 8-column configuration and a more
advanced advection scheme produced thicker and more realistic Sc clouds. Having validated that the
behavior of UP is not altered by the use of CRM acceleration, we performed accelerated 90 day free-running
simulations contrasting 32-column UP with SP.

In both stratocumulus and trade cumulus regimes, UP simulates better vertical profiles of cloud cover, elimi-
nating SP’s tendency to misposition boundary layer clouds �500 m too low relative to colocated A-Train
swath data. UP’s better-resolved BL turbulence helps increase BL eddy vertical velocities to more realistic
values. In combination with a better resolved inversion this helped induce realistically larger cloud fractions
and higher entrainment rates in Sc regions. Unlike SP, UP is able to simulate the Cu-under-Sc decoupled
boundary layers with a sharp inversion typical of observed conditions in the regions of maximum subtropi-
cal Sc cloud cover. Importantly for low-cloud feedback applications, the low clouds in UP respond much
more realistically to variations in TOA radiation than in SP, as revealed by a significant improvement in the
realism of 90 day composite diurnal LWP variability relative to satellite constraints.

The hindcast global fields and 3 month climatology of TOA reflected longwave radiation and precipitation
are comparably skillful using UP as with SP, despite the 8 km wide UP CRM domain, which is too small for
simulating deep convection and its associated high clouds. For shortwave radiation, UP enhances a global
mean bright bias associated with increased low-cloud coverage in most oceanic regions, and exaggerates
existing dim stratocumulus biases, despite the vertical structure and low-cloud fraction improvements. UP
also develops a pronounced bright bias over the deep convecting tropical rainforest regions, which proba-
bly reflects excess shallow cumulus buildup due to the small UP CRM domain size, as previously noted in
eight-column SP configurations [Pritchard et al., 2014]; such regional symptoms could be contained with a
larger CRM domain extent.

In the near future, we plan to use a variant of the current UP implementation to simulate BL cloud response
to climate perturbations such as an increase in SST and CO2. Our motivation is to enrich diversity in model
intercomparisons of low-cloud feedback. Since low-cloud-climate interaction is a complex problem of pri-
mary importance to climate sensitivity, it is prudent to employ a wide range of simulation techniques that
use as diverse a range of trade-offs as possible for handling the issue of unresolved BL turbulence.

We acknowledge the value and proven merit of using a higher-order closure (HOC) of the sub-km scale
under standard SP [Cheng and Xu, 2011; Xu and Cheng, 2013a, 2013b; Cheng and Xu, 2013a, 2013b; Bogen-
schutz and Krueger, 2013; Bogenschutz et al., 2013; Cheng and Xu, 2015; Painemal et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
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2015] as another interesting complexity trade-off, with clear computational advantages. This improves impor-
tant aspects of the physics and climatology of low clouds relative to SP, and provides a rich comparison of
low-cloud feedback. We emphasize that our main interest in UP (and the justification for its computational
expense) is that in relying entirely on explicit BL eddies to mediate its cloud feedback, it represents a new
complexity trade-off, which may thus produce cloud responses to climate forcing that are different than other
approaches, including HOC-augmented SP; if so, this would be worth knowing. Unsurprisingly, in its pioneer-
ing form, the approach also comes with some unintended consequences, such as a disappointing exaggera-
tion of a time-mean dim bias in the near-coastal stratocumulus environment. However, UP already performs
sufficiently in tests of current climate to merit preliminary application toward its intended aim.

In the longer term, further research is needed to improve the cloud-topped BL simulations in the embedded
CRMs. This includes testing whether a coarser-resolution host GCM with larger, possibly 3-D, CRMs might be
an attractive trade-off, further investigating other CRM numerical formulations and grids (especially that
increasingly resolve the marine inversion) to see if they can more consistently maintain high Sc LWP, and
finding stand-alone CRM tests that better predict the performance of a CRM configuration in an UP frame-
work. To avoid unintended effects on deep convection, it could prove helpful to (1) expand the CRM
domain extent or (2) introduce a ‘‘dual CRM’’ approach to help marry UP with a companion SP-like CRM
responsible for handling convection outside of subsiding regimes in the subtropics. Further research is also
needed on realizing the full potential of CRM acceleration, and testing software engineering strategies to
enhance the parallel scalability of the multiscale modeling approach even farther than its current limit, for
instance through MPI-decomposition or GPU-acceleration of embedded CRMs.

Appendix A: Unintended Droplet Nucleation Feedbacks When Using Two-Moment
Microphysics

We have used one-moment microphysics in this study. This is despite the fact that one of our eventual aims
for UP is to use it to study aerosol-cloud feedback in a setting that includes explicit boundary layer eddies,
which requires the use of two-moment microphysics. The reason is that our pilot tests in a two-moment
configuration with prescribed aerosol produced an unrealistic increase in cloud droplet number concentra-
tions leading to shortwave cloud brightening globally, especially over midlatitude oceans. One possibility is
that the droplet nucleation schemes used in SPCAM5 may need updating to behave realistically when inter-
faced with updrafts that are more realistically intense, as in UP.

Appendix B: Potential Causes of Overentrainment

In section 7.1.3 a symptom of over-entrainment was identified in UP simulations, with unknown cause. Here
we speculate on possible causes and summarize results of relevant offline sensitivity tests.

Advection. One possible contributor to overentrainment is GCM-scale advection. Typical LES Sc studies are
forced by a subsidence profile with large-scale vertical advection calculated locally. But in UP and SP, a total
vertical advective heating and moistening forcing computed from the GCM is used, which limits the control
of internal turbulence in selecting the inversion height. GCM-scale numerical diffusivity could be transmit-
ted through vertical advection and might contribute to overentrainment.

Related issues are horizontal advection and inter-CRM interactions. Many offline LES tests assume a quasi-
Lagrangian setup in which the grid is assumed to be horizontally translating with a representative parcel of
air. This includes the DYCOMS case that inspired our LES grid design. But in SP/UP, the climatological south-
easterlies near Peru can act to advectively warm/dry the subcloud through the GCM-to-CRM coupling terms.
It is natural to wonder whether this has a first order control on UP’s unsatisfyingly low Sc LWP, or if nonlocal
feedbacks between incipient cloud layers at adjacent grid columns have the capacity for unintended advec-
tive effects not encountered in offline LES.

Consistent with any of these views, offline SAM—even when fully resolved using full 3-D LES resolution—
reproduces the undersimulation of Peruvian Sc LWP when driven by total advective forcings derived from
the full UPCAM simulation (not shown). Causative tests that isolate the role of horizontal advection by modi-
fying the GCM-to-CRM coupling terms in UP would thus be useful to further test the role of advection in
our results.
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Horizontal wind sensitivity. We have also interrogated less obvious sources of discrepancy in investigating
the differences in Sc LWP between UP and offline LES. Unexpectedly, we found that the simulated Sc are
fairly sensitive to changing the horizontal wind speed profile used within the CRMs, even with specified sur-
face fluxes. This form of sensitivity is not expected from offline LES cases—in which most experience from
using fully resolved simulations indicate results are not strongly sensitive to the choice of U,V profiles. For
instance, for DYCOMS cases, idealized linear or even zero wind profiles are routinely used interchangeably
[Wood, 2012]. Insensitivity to horizontal wind profiles may be a familiar property of well-resolved LES of Sc
that breaks down for our grey-zone resolution of 250 m 3 20 m. More research on these LES-scale dynamics
is underway and will be reported separately. This is needed to better inform effective use of grey-zone LES
in SP simulations, in which the background wind field can depend sensitively on the assumed orientation
of embedded CRMs and can change dramatically in space/time.

Appendix C: Additional Insensitivities Related to Issues of SP Implementation

As a result of this work a variety of other aspects of SPCAM’s formulation were interrogated. While none
except for the above wind sensitivity has revealed a striking change in LWP suggesting the possible root
cause of UPCAM’s undersimulation, they are relevant to constraining the possible origins of the issue and
deal with unreported aspects of SPCAM’s formulation that may be relevant to others. Table C1 summarizes
statistics for many of the following sensitivity tests. A caveat is that the following sensitivity tests focus on
hours 0–24 of hindcasts initialized at 0 UTC (instead of hours 12–36 of hindcasts initialized 12 h earlier) so
they do include a component of initialization shock.

Formulation of CRM-scale advection. Offline LES tests suggest that SAM is better able to capture Sc at mar-
ginal vertical grid resolutions when a higher order advection scheme (UM5) is used. However, porting a
fifth-order advection scheme into UPCAM’s CRMs did not immediately lead to any improvements in LWP.
This again points to a broader issue as limiting at first order.

Formulation of GCM-scale advection. We tested UP in a legacy version of SPCAM that used a semi-
Lagrangian dynamical core, and varied various GCM-scale advection parameters in the FV dycore (thanks to
Peter Lauritzen for suggesting these tests). However, effects for Sc were found to be minimal. For instance,
the global cloud radiative effect of a simulation with a positive definite advection constraint is tabulated in
Table C1 showing a difference of �1 W/m2 with baseline experiment in the mean OLR/ASR bias.

Frequency of radiative transfer. Since radiative cooling is one of the main players in driving Sc turbulence, we
reduced the GCM time step (and associated radiative transfer frequency) from 5 min to an unusually small
60 s. Offline analysis of the full CRM state showed this had a desirable effect of improving the horizontal
colocation of radiative cooling anomalies with incipient cloud patches by limiting the time available for hor-
izontal translation to separate them through the multiscale coupling. However, overall LWP and associated
cloud radiative properties were almost unchanged (see Table C1), perhaps since the overall driver of Cu-
under-Sc is the horizontal mean CRM radiative cooling rate.

Implementation of surface fluxes. We discovered an issue in the order of operations through which surface
fluxes are transmitted to the CRMs in SPCESM and its predecessors. Unintentionally, the hydrostatic

Table C1. Global Mean and RMSE Bias of OLR and ASR Relative to CERES-SYN on Day 1 for Various Methods That Are Tried in This Study
But Proved to be Ineffective in Mitigating the Low LWP Bias in Sc Regionsa

OLR ASR

Parameter Case Mean RMSE Mean RMSE

Baselineb 2.65 18.22 27.59 40.90
CRM dimension C8 3 8 1.46 18.21 212.40 46.53
CRM column width 25 m 3.33 21.05 210.30 54.90
Advection scheme UM5 3.11 18.93 28.46 41.05
Radiation time step 60 s 3.11 18.78 26.77 40.01
GCM advection constraint Positive definite 2.57 17.90 28.37 46.14

aAll values are in W=m2. For the data in this table, the simulations are initialized at 00 UTC 15 October 2008.
bBaseline is the C32-L125–250 m (UP) case (with MPDATA advection scheme and 300 s radiation time step using a piecewise para-

bolic GCM advection).
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dynamical core was being exposed to incompletely adjusted surface fluxes concentrated as a tendency on
the lowest model layer, prior to their transmission to the CRM which is meant to vertically diffuse them in
lieu of a conventional boundary layer scheme. However, correcting this order of operations by directly feed-
ing the surface fluxes to the CRMs had minimal effects on results.

GCM-CRM inconsistency in wet/dry saturation mixing ratios. An inconsistency between the use of GCM/CRM dry/
wet saturation mixing ratios was discovered (thanks to Peter Blossey). Internal to SAM, dry mixing ratios (mass
of water/mass of dry air) are used for saturation calculations while inside CAM moist mixing ratios (mass of
water/mass of moist air) are used. The difference in the saturation mixing ratio resulting from these two meth-
ods may be as large as 1–2% for the model parameter range, with conceivably larger impacts on surface flux
feedbacks. However, correcting this issue did not affect our model statistics of interest, consistent with evi-
dence shown above against a prominent role for surface flux feedbacks in regulating our results.

Appendix D

Figure D1 shows the ensemble mean vertical profiles of equivalent potential temperature and water vapor
during the initial simulation day in the Peruvian region. Further details are discussed in section 4.2. Figure
D2 shows the diurnal cycle of the low-cloud fraction. See details in section 6.2.

Figure D1. The ensemble mean thermodynamic profiles, averaged over the Peruvian region (228 < lat < 210 and 270 < lon < 287), is
compared against that of YOTC reanalysis for the target days spanning October 2008. (a) Equivalent potential temperature and (b) specific
humidity.

Figure D2. As in Figure 17 but for the model-diagnosed diurnal cycle of low-cloud fraction.
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